
 

Product Guide 
The Tas Oak vinyl plank flooring has 
a total thickness of 5 mm, with a 0.55 mm 
PUR wear layer, hence its high durability, 
resistance to wear and tear, provides 
supportive & warmer underfoot comfort, 
excellent acoustic properties, & most 
important of all that they are incredibly easy 
to clean and maintain. 
 
The Tas Oak Collection can be easily 
installed on top of almost any surface. 
Thanks to the loose lay system, the product 
can be easily removed and replaced. 
The Tas Oak Collection contains a fiberglass 
reinforcement layer throughout for superior 
stability. 

The Tas Oak Collection is backed by a 15 year 
domestic Warranty and a 7 year Commercial 
Warranty. 
 
Experience unlimited design 
Possibilities and be inspired by the 
The Tas Oak vinyl planks. 
 
The Tas Oak Collection provides a wide variety of 
natural or abstract wood designs in a plank format, 
For instance, the Tas Oak range contains light to 
dark shades, natural to extravagant looks, 
and rustic to urban feels, so you can instantly 
modernise any space, or simply transform it into a 
homely feel. 
 
The Tas Oak Collection (The 
product) does not contain any harmful fillers and 
plasticizers and is free of VOC emissions 
and formaldehyde most important of all they 
are 100% recyclable 

 

Installation Guide 
Loose lay for areas up to and including 
5m2 ONLY. 
 
Anything over 5m2 either pressure 
sensitive or hard set adhesive to be 
used. On Stairs only use hard set 
adhesive. 
 
Product should acclimatise for 48 hours 
prior to installation. 

 

Vinyl planks to be layed hard up against the 
perimeter of the room. 
 
Underfloor Heating , not recommended. 
For best results the floors should comply with 
the Australian Standards & Tolerance Guide 
2015. 

 
Allow 5% for wastage and cutting. 

Check each plank for any manufacturing             
defects prior to installation. 

 


